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6. Abstract (300 words): This contribution proposes a comparative analysis of original 
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The study begins with the analysis of examples of multifamily housing that are main 

references of the Modern architectural Movement in Oporto. This architectural 

ensemble represents a period of significant conceptual changes in architectural 

housing production that introduce modern and innovative questions from 

spatial/formal, technical/structural and social/ideological points of view. The main 

objective is to identify the characteristic elements that justify the patrimonial relevance 

of this heritage ensemble with undeniable architectural quality. 

The lack of recognition for this recent heritage has accelerated its natural degradation 

and increased the number interventions of questionable quality. On the one hand, the 

technical and structural weaknesses of the architecture of this period can be the cause 

of accelerated degradation. These weaknesses are, in part, a consequence of 

successive experiments of new materials. On the other hand, the absence of 

disciplinary criteria in contemporary interventions suggests the fragility of the legal and 

logistic framework for the protection of this architectural legacy. 

This study will analyze recent interventions, focusing on spatial transformations such as 

modifications of room function and connections between spaces. The aim is to identify 

solutions that take advantage of original typological features and technical capabilities 

while simultaneously adapting the buildings to new comfort demands. 

Apart from a reflection on the strategies for renovation, reuse and effective adaptation 

of these buildings to contemporary living requirements, this study aims to establish a 

relation between the spatial, technical and social transformations and the preservation 

of the originality and authenticity of these buildings. Furthermore, this research could 

increase awareness to the damaging interventions on this ensemble and to the urgent 

need of patrimonial protection of Modern heritage. 
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